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Similar to living organisms, highly structured materials may

manifest an inherent complexity, originating not only from

their large number of core constituent units but also from the

entanglement between the dynamics of the core compo-

nents[1,2] and their organization as a complex multiagent

system. As a result, such system typically exhibits properties

that cannot be anticipated from thoseof their constituents. This,

in turn, has provided experimental guidelines in investigating

the relationship between the structural complexity and self-

assembly mechanisms of nanostructured systems. Intriguingly,

the potential role played by the complex organizing principles

determining emergent physical phenomena has remained

largely unexplored. In what follows, we provide experimental

evidence and theoretical insight into the emergence of complex

behavior in the context of an extended multiagent system made

of an organic–inorganic nanostructured hybrid. Here, we show

that the emitted relaxation energy of the nanohybrid upon

repeated heating/cooling cycles exhibits a logarithmic time

dependence, thereby providing a conspicuous fingerprint of

emergent complex behavior; such logarithmic dependence has

been associated with hierarchically constrained dynamics in

many different multiagent systems. We employ a simple model

to relate the individual dynamics in the nanohybrid with its
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hierarchical dependence on the system’s collective dynamical

features. The model associates the nanoscale interactions

between the amide crosslinkages connecting the organic and

inorganic components with the entire hybrid organization at the

mesoscopic scale. The strong correlations between adjacent

crosslinkages establish a memory effect� stemming from the

hierarchical organization of the hybrid � inducing light

emission, governed by the system-wide dynamics. As the

model’s underlying rationale is insensitive to the particulars of

the specific multiagent analyzed, we propose that the

emergence of complexity may be the rule, rather than the

exception, in what concerns the interplay between individual

and collective behavior.

Self-assembly of soft-matter components such as polymers,

liquid crystals, surfactants, colloids and organic–inorganic

hybrids may occur in regular, hierarchically organized

structures.[3] Silsesquioxanes and organosilanes are examples

in which ordered self-assembly architectures with well-defined

morphologies at the macroscopic scale stem from the weak

interactions between the organic spacers (hydrogen bonding,

hydrophobic interactions, andp–p interactions).[4–8] Herein we

consider the recently introduced self-assembled alkylene/

siloxane hybrid nanostructure monoamidosil, henceforth

named m-A(14), formed by highly ordered alkyl chains

covalently crosslinked to siliceous nanodomains through amide

bridges,[9] illustrated in Figure 1. In m-A(14), the self-assembly

process arises from i) the intermolecular hydrogen bonding

between the amide linkages, ii) an entropic contribution related

to the structural phase separation between the organic and the

inorganic domains, and iii) the van der Waals interactions

between the polymer chains.

A reversible order–disorder phase transition of the

alkylene chains is observed via a series of heating/cooling cycles

operating between 296–393 K. The onset of this transition

occurs at 363 K, involving a coherence length of 150 nm

(�30 times the distance l¼ 5 nm between the nanodomains).[9]

The hydrogen-bonded amide–amide network, which involves

�33 adjacent crosslinkages with a coherence length of �15 nm

(Figure 1 and Supporting Information, Figure S1) begins to get

disrupted at �340 K,[9] that is, before the onset of the order–

disorder phase transition. Cooling the system down to room

temperature reveals a slow kinetics of reformation – 10 to

100 hours, strongly temperature dependent – much slower than

the characteristic time scale at which the phase transition occurs

(a few minutes). The formation/annihilation of the hydrogen-

bonded amide–amide network plays a central role in the

emergence of complexity in m-A(14).
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Figure 1. Structural illustration of the m-A(14) framework at 296 K and 393K, illustrating the

order–disorder phase transition.
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Similar to what has been reported for other organic–

inorganic hybrids,[10–14] m-A(14) is a room-temperature white-

light emitter with a broad band spectrum, detailed in Figure 2,

resulting from two contributions: a ‘‘blue’’ band (B), due to

electron–hole recombinations in the NH/C¼O groups of the

amide crosslinkages (intensity peak in the B region of the

spectra), and a ‘‘purplish–blue’’ band (PB), due to oxygen-

related defects �O�O�Si�(CO2) in the siliceous nanoclusters

(with a maximum at higher energies in the PB region).[12,13] The

spectra depicted in Figure 2, resulting from repeated heating/

cooling cycles, exhibit a stronger temperature dependence in

the B region� particularly above the onset of the amide–amide

skeleton disruption � compared to the PB region.

Furthermore, the peak value of the B-band energy at the
Figure 2. Emission spectra of the m-A(14) excited at 365 nm and

recorded,onheating, at 296 (yellow), 373 (light blue), and393K (red). At

each temperature, thespectra canbedecomposed into thePB (right) and

B (left) bands.

Figure 3. a) B-band r

fits (reduced x2 ¼0.3

b) Temperature depen

The solid line is a line
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beginning of the heating/cooling cycle is

recovered, following a slow logarithmic

time dependence of �300 hours[9]

(Figure 3a). Consequently, the observed

energy shift of the B-band peak energy back

to its original value is associated with the

restructuring of the H-bonded amide–

amide skeleton, also responsible for the

slow kinetics referred to before; as each of

the individual intermolecular hydrogen

bonds between adjacent amide linkages

(d¼ 0.45 nm[9,14]) reforms, it favors the

reformation of subsequent linkages within

the range specified by the coherent length

(�15 nm). Remarkably, this process can be

followed in detail via the emission spectra as

it slowly recovers its reference value. Light

emission originating from each nanostruc-

ture (amide crosslinkages) is therefore

sensitive to the system-wide self-organiza-

tion responsible for a thermally actuated

‘‘memory effect’’.

In Figure 3a we depict the time
dependence of the relaxation of the B band, measured at five

temperatures below the critical value of�340 K. A conspicuous

effect emerges at intermediate times: the emitted energy scales
elaxation of m-A(14). The solid colored lines are

72) to the data using Equations (2) and (3).

dence of the optimal activation energy for fixed N.

ar fit to the data (TC¼337K, r¼ 0.991).
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logarithmically with time at all temperatures. Such a logarith-

mic regime with characteristic time scales of the order of

102 hours cannot be attributed to processes intrinsic to the

atomic or molecular multiagents, which take place on much

smaller characteristic time scales (see below); as a result, the

time dependence of the light emitted from each individual

component must reflect the detailed interplay between each of

them and the system-wide structural organization taking place

within the multiagent m-A(14) system. Such a logarithmic

scaling has been recognized as a fingerprint of emergent

complexity in several and disparate contexts, namely in the flux

creep of type-II superconductors,[15] in magnetic relaxation in

spin glasses,[15,16] in the kinetics of adsorption in granular

materials,[17] in the structural relaxation of polymers,[18] in the

chain-exchange kinetics of micelles,[19] in the local dynamics of

DNA,[20] and in protein folding,[20,21] in all of which logarithmic

variation in time has been associated with hierarchically

constrained dynamics pointing to a proper time scale unrelated

to their multiagents characteristic times. In the present case, the

logarithmic time dependence of the B-band relaxation energy

signals the emergent complexity arising from the strong

correlation between the individual (optically active) amide

bridges and the system-wide self-assembly, which ultimately

determines the time scale of the relaxation energy stemming

from each individual amide. That is, the NH/C¼O related

emission is not governed solely by its own complex mechanism

independently of the others but rather by strongly correlated

processes occurring at larger length scales associated with the

formation/annihilation of the amide–amide array.

In what follows, we outlined a minimal model� inspired by

a discussion of hierarchical constrained dynamics in complex

systems by Palmer et al.[22] and Brey and Prados[16] � which

establishes a relation between individual dynamics in a

multiagent system and its hierarchical dependence on the

collective dynamical pattern. We now examine how the model

applies to m-A(14), showing, in particular, how the model

relates the light emission of individual amide bridges with its

dependence on the overall self-assembly dynamics of this

multiagent nanohybrid. Let us consider a system composed ofN

multiagents, each of which may be in one of two states, an

uncoupled state j1 > with energy E1 and a coupled state j0 >

with energy E0. We assume that
a) I
sma

Fin
nitially (t ¼ 0), the N multiagents are uncorrelated, that is,

all of them are in statej1 >. Let nðtÞ specify the number of

multiagents in j1 > at time t. As t ! 1, all the N

multiagents will eventually relax into the fully correlated

statej0 >. Hence nð0Þ ¼ N and nðt ! 1Þ ¼ 0.
b) I
n each j1 >! j0 > transition of one of the multiagents, the

same amount of energy DE is released.
c) H
ierarchical condition: the probability of occurrence of the

j1 >! j0 > transition depends on the number of transi-

tions that have already taken place before (hierarchical

memory effect). Denoting this transition probability by W,

we may write Wnþ1 ¼ Wne
�VðN;TÞ, where VðN;TÞ mea-

sures the strength of the correlation of the multi-agent

system, which we expect to depend on the temperature

T and the number N of agents.
ll 2009, x, No. x, 1–5 � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gmb
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Given this hierarchical condition for the transition

probabilitiesWk, we define the average lifetime of k-correlated
multiagents as, tk ¼ Wk
�1 ¼ t0 expðkVÞ, k¼ 0,. . ., N, with t0

characterizing the time scale of each j1 >! j0 > transition in

the fully uncorrelated regime (in particular tN >> t0)[22]. V

varies with the temperature at which the j1 >! j0 > transition

occurs, as it manifests the degree of correlation between the

multiagents; thus, at temperatures high enough to wash out

correlation between agents, V ! 0, and all transition rates are

characterized by t0. Also, V ! 0 as N ! 0, indicating that,

below a minimum value of multi-agents, the disorder–order

transition never occurs. We introduce the relaxation quantity:

fðtÞ¼ nðtÞ�nðt!1Þ
nð0Þ�nðt!1Þ¼ nð0Þ¼N^nðt ! 1Þ¼0½ �¼nðtÞ

N
(1)

such that fðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1, fðt ! 1Þ ¼ 0. Since every time a

transition takes place an amount of energy DEis released, the

energy variation in time of the system, EðtÞ, ranges from a

minimum value E0 to a maximum value NDE, and may be

expressed as:

EðtÞ ¼ E0 þ N � nðtÞ½ �DE ¼ E0 þ NDE 1� fðtÞ½ � (2)

such that knowledge of fðtÞ allows us to predict the shape of

EðtÞ. For fðtÞ we may write:[16]

fðtÞ ¼ 2

N þ 1

XN

k¼0

k

N
exp � t

tk

� �

¼ 2

N þ 1

XN

k¼0

k

N
exp � t

t0
e�kVðN;TÞ

� �
(3)

The nonlinear least-squares fits to the relaxation energies of

the B component, based on Equations (2) and (3), are depicted

as solid lines in Figure 3a. The initial values of t0 and V were

varied by one order of magnitude to ensure that no bias in the

final values was introduced. Attending to the uncertainty of the

experimental E0, DE, and N input values, the error in the fitted

parameter values is �10%. The optimization variable was

the reduced x2 error in the emission energy peak values

(acceptable fits correspond to reduced x2 values smaller

than 1). For m-A(14), we have E0¼ 2.541� 0.001 eV,

NDE¼ 0.060� 0.001 eV, with N¼ 33� 3; the characteristic

time scale of emission from a single (uncorrelated) agent, t0,

and the correlation strength, V, remain adjustable parameters.

From our fits � and in accordance with the present model �we

get a temperature-independent t0 of 1.75 hours and a

temperature dependence for V (for fixed N), shown in

Figure 3b for the product V� kB T as a function of TC –T,

with TC¼ 337 K, the critical temperature at which we find that

V ¼ 0. This critical value is in excellent agreement with the

onset of the disruption of the amide–amide network, above

which one expects that correlations no longer play a significant

role. On the other hand, at temperatures lower than 296 K,

V must saturate, when the amide–amide array attains its

maximum degree of correlation (which we expect to depend on

N). Therefore, V> 0 mirrors the conditions under which the
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 3
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4

emergent complex behavior of m-A(14) � resulting from the

self-organization of its multiagents � is stable. In other words,

the parameterVmeasures indeed the strength of the correlated

state, a feature that depends on T and N, and that must be

adequately specified, depending on the problem under

study.[16,21]

The agreement between the model and the experimental

data can be further assessed by comparing, in particular, the

experimental and the fitted t1/2 values (t1/2 defined as the time at

which the energy of the B-component has relaxed to half of its

initial value – Figure 3a). For example, the experimental and

fitted t1/2 values deviate by �3% at 333 K and �10% at 296 K,

respectively.

In the case of m-A(14), it is convenient to interpret V as an

energy ratio between a thermal activation energy De and the

thermal energy kB T at which cooling takes place. Hence, at

each cooling temperatureT, the quantityV� kB T in Figure 3b

corresponds to such an activation energy; the values obtained

and the linear behavior, in turn, correlate nicely with the

thermal energy difference between the cooling temperature

and the decorrelation temperature of TC¼ 337 K, at which

value the linear fit intercepts zero. This reinforces the idea that

increasing temperature destroys the system-wide overall

coherence, such that a qualitative measure of the correlation

energy of the system may be provided in terms of an activation

energy.

In summary, the m-A(14) hybrid contains single agents

(amide crosslinkages) exhibiting an individual behavior, when

isolated, which is markedly different from the one they manifest

when embedded in the complex nanostructure. In the same

fashion, many different examples abound in nature where

multiagents constrained by simple rules can – by means of the

symbiotic mechanisms of cooperation between them – generate

the emergence of complex characteristics in the resulting

structure. In the nonliving world, such is the case of the

prototype for nonlinear chemical dynamics, the Belousov–

Zhabotinsky (BZ) reactions.[23] In living organisms, we may

take as examples foraging, nest building, and exploration of

new areas by hymenoptera,[24–28] or the metabolic rate of

mammalian cells.[29] The foraging dynamic pattern of a single

individual, or the cell metabolic rate in vitro, are qualitatively

independent of the colony or of the organism of origin, unlike

the corresponding pattern of an individual taken collectively as

a member of the colony or the metabolic rate in vivo, both

ultimately dictated by the complex organism.

The fact that for m-A(14) the system-wide organization

depends on the number N of amide–amide bridges and on the

temperature T at which the relaxation occurs after cooling has

correspondence in other cases. Thus, for the BZ reactions,

collective (periodic) patterns are temperature dependent and

are only observed for sufficiently high concentrations of

reactants,[23] illustrating the dependence of the order–disorder

phase transition on the temperature and the number of

multiagents (concentration of reactants).

While for m-A(14) the temperature acts as a stimulus

favoring the transition between an ordered and disordered

pattern, for ants, this transition is mediated by a pheromone

trail: ‘‘a large colony size favors phase transition between

disordered and ordered collective behavior’’.[24,25] That is,
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
larger colonies (multicomponent agents) should exhibit

stronger correlations than smaller ones, such that below a

minimum value of nestmates, the ants forage in a disorganized

manner (as the pheromone concentration in each trails

decreases). Likewise, bee societies are now considered self-

organized complex adaptive multiagent systems, functioning as

‘‘a mammal in many bodies’’.[28] The hierarchical mechanisms

of honey bees (Apis mellifera) that led to the emergence of

coherence in a beehive have been painstakingly teased

out.[26,27] Thus, for example, when looking for a new location

for a colony, bees who had discovered possible adequate sites

advertise their findings to the hive by dancing to her nestmates.

The more highly a location is considered to be by a given bee

(the stimulus enhancing the decision taking, equivalent to the

temperature for m-A(14)), the more supporters it gains, to the

point where the best choice wins over and the swarm occupies it

(when a phase transition occurs). Also, the metabolic rates of

single cells isolated from mammals of different body sizes

converge towards a common value, rather than scaling with the

organism size (body mass, encompassing eight orders of

magnitude), as exhibited when correlated in the whole

organism.[29] Here, in vivo dynamics of ‘‘correlated cells’’

result from the highly constrained hierarchical organization of

energy transport cellular networks (the stimulus corresponding

to temperature) that brings about the power-law decrease of

their energy production rates with their body mass (number of

multiagents).
Experimental Section

Photoluminescence spectroscopy: Emission spectra were

recorded on a Fluorolog-3 (model FL3-2T) with a double-excitation

spectrometer and a single-emission spectrometer (TRIAX 320),

coupled to a R928 photomultiplier, using the front-face acquisi-

tion mode. The excitation source was a 450W Xenon lamp.

Emission was corrected for the spectral response of the

monochromators and the detector using the typical correction

spectrum provided by the manufacturer. The temperature was

varied using an IES-RD31 controller and a Kapton1 thermofoil

heater from Minco, mounted on a Cu holder.

Fitting procedure: The fitting procedure (simultaneously

applied to all curves) was performed using the Nelder–Mead

nonlinear least squares algorithm implemented using the

MatLab1 optimization toolbox.
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